If you like...

Fantasy & Sci-Fi
you might like ...
The City of Lost Fortunes by Camp, Bryan (FIC CAMP, B.)
The Feed by Windo, Nick Clark (FIC WINDO, N.)
Living in a world where everyone is willingly addicted to The Feed, a technology that instantly connects everyone to news,
information and the thoughts and feelings of others, Tom uses his skills of existing without being connected to help his family
survive when The Feed collapses, decimating modern society.

The Spaceship Next Door by Doucette, Gene (FIC DOUCETTE, G.)
All the Ever Afters by Teller, Danielle (FIC TELLER, D.)
A reimagining of the classic fairy tale, presented from the stepmother's perspective, traces her escape from a life of harsh
servitude before single motherhood forces her to take a job as a nursemaid to an otherworldly infant, who eventually becomes
her stepdaughter and a princess celebrated for her beauty.

Gunpowder Moon by Pedreira, David (FIC PEDREIRA, D.)
An Absolutely Remarkable Thing by Green, Hank (FIC GREEN, H.)
The first to document the appearance of the Carls, giant robot-like statues popping up around the world, April May finds herself at
the center of an intense international media spotlight that puts her relationships, identity and safety at risk.

Lake Silence: the World of the Others by Bishop, Anne (FIC BISHOP, A.)
The Infinite Future by Wirkus, Tim (FIC WIRKUS, T.)
Beneath the Sugar Sky by McGuire, Seanan (FIC MCGUIRE, S.)
McGuire continues her astounding Wayward Children series with the third volume. A fantastical journey to find and resurrect a
mother in a land of sweets. A great fantasy for those who want to give the genre a try.

The Robots of Gotham by McAulty, Todd (FIC MCAULTY, T.)
In a futuristic world dominated by a fascist coalition of machines, a Canadian businessman survives a rogue war attack and teams
up with a Russian medic and a damaged robot to stop a genocidal machine conspiracy.

The Mermaid by Henry, Christina (FIC HENRY, C.)
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